Music Gateway Launch New UI /
Design For Multimedia Clients
What is fast becoming the music industry’s go-to platform for B2B connections, sync
opportunities, collaboration and more has launched a brand new UI/design for their
platform to meet the needs of their multimedia clients. Whilst the functionality has
stayed consistent, there has been major improvements to the user interface and a
streamlined project creation flow. Music Gateway’s members are provided with a
cleaner, simpler and smarter way of engaging with everything the site has to offer.
Jon Skinner, CEO & Founder of Music Gateway spoke about the new design, “It’s great
timing for us, our members and our clients as the launch sets up a large number of
new features which we are so excited about and will announce soon.”
The new design comes as the company is in the midst of a boom with recent
announcements including new clients Red Bull Media House, Black Rock Records,
Universal Production Publishing Music (UPPM), Sizzer and many others. Existing clients
like Notting Hill Publishing not only benefit from the use of the Private Network but
have also been securing multiple song placements for their writers through the
Marketplace.
The platform’s new Playlist feature tool, backed up by the Guild of Music Supervisors,
has also been very popular with their members. In addition, the new Members Pack
for the marketplace includes discounts from some of the industry’s biggest names;
Tunecore, Music Week, CD Baby, AIM, BPI, MIB and Bandzoogle to name a few.
Jon later went on to describe how the design will change and affect members using
the platform for a much better experience. “I’m confident that our members will better
understand the benefits of using our targeted Project Posting approach, rather than
the tired format of browse and search websites. Defining a need within a project
allows them to save time and be in complete control of their connections without time
wasting.”
So far, so good from the project management company and definitely one to keep an
eye on for current and future developments.
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